
January 11, 2008  
 
Dumb and Dumber 
 
I heard from the bedwetter again.  Looks like he got enough courage this time to use an 
email address that could be responded to.  He claims that the threat he leveled was not 
legally a threat.  Apparently, his years and years in law school (*POP) have all been 
wasted.  Maybe he was too wasted to go to class?  Unfortunately for him, he does not get 
to define nor redefine what is and what is not 'legally' a threat.   
 
So, he steps up to threaten to gain my personal information for a small fee, and that the 
rewards will be great.  Okay, one of the first questions the authorities ask anyone that has 
had their identity stolen is:  "Do you know of anyone that would have access to your 
information?" and the second questions is:  "Has anyone you know of, tried to access 
your information recently?"  Well, they know where to look first and second on that one.  
Sure hope the little bedwetter is not too stoned when they come a knockin'!  The good 
news for bedwetter at this time is that he is seen for what he is: A loudmouth joke.  
However, he has set himself up in the headlights of any oncoming legal traffic that might 
want to look into his behaviors more closely later on.   
 
What really puzzles me is why someone who supposedly has all these stoned out peers to 
play with, wants so badly to have my attention.  He must have recently been dumped by 
one of the bimbos, eh?  This is just a pity cry? Probably. 
 
Can't wait to see how much stupider he can get.  I am sure it won't take long to find out.  
See?  Had he spent time getting an education instead of getting stoned, he could have 
foreseen that he was headed for the cliffs on this one.  Bet his parents are real proud of 
him and his friends probably think he is the smartest, most bravest one they know.  
Which, unfortunately, speaks volumes for the peers that he stumbles around with. 
 
Here's a Hint:  If Lynn Crooks and Paul Benson and Dennis Fisher, all of whom have 
serious law degrees (even the dead guy) and loads of high powered friends are unwilling 
to come after me, what makes a little bedwetter think he is somehow the "man" for the 
job? I guess that if you do enough drugs, you think you can fly, right? Ahooo-YAaah! 
 
Dumbo 
 
Naked Lawn Ornament has run into some real big mistakes here lately.  Seems that by 
asking for the Social Security numbers from Tribal Members in order for them to receive 
their SIP checks, she has opened a pandora's box of Federal troubles for herself, the entire 
TC, the Casino and then some.  Do stay posted, I think we have enough to warrant a 
Federal investigation on several fronts now.   
 
For one thing, the SIP check, which is supposed to be the monthly 10% of the Casino's 
earnings, have fallen far short of that amount for years.  Further, the checks are listed as 
"Donations" and are therefore not taxable and any deductions taken from any member as 
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a 'tax' is illegal.  Further, any such 'taxes' have to be submitted to the Federal Agency in 
charge of taxes: The IRS and if they are delayed or late (or in this case, never sent) the 
Tribe is in big trouble with the IRS.  Further, if the taxes are then declared to be related to 
RONIN and the tribal members are being swindled and re swindled to pay their taxes, the 
entire Ronin scandal could be very deep, very messy, very quickly. 
 
Remember:  Donations are considered TAX FREE.  Nowhere in the Tribal Constitution 
nor the Casino Rules does it state that any member has to give their SSN to anyone to 
receive their payments.   
 
Also: 1099 Forms are for EARNED INCOME Only.  You are not considered an 
employee of the tribe for receiving a SIP check and it is illegal for them to issue a 1099 
form to you.   
 
All of this smacks of Illegal Bookkeeping tactics that probably issued from one or more 
of their shyster accountants.  Walt Hollifield comes to mind.  He would know this is 
illegal.  But he would do it anyway.   
 
Send me copies of the checks you have received and the 'tax bills' and any 1099 forms 
you have received and I will document and send to the proper authorities to get this thing 
rolling.  I will keep you posted. 
 
Wow, NLO, you are the DUMBO bimbo on this one.  I guess you were hoping that 
Indians you bully would also be too stupid to know you are stealing from them in this 
little ploy as well, eh?  Seems more than a few are wised up to you.   
 
Oh! I see I have another notification on Ronin come into my mailbox.  Have to see what 
you fun folkers are up to this bright day! 
 
RONIN Today 
 
Looks like Ronin, the money laundering company, has given 1.3 MILLION shares of 
stock to Perkins Capital Management, Inc.  Amazing!  It's your money they are playing 
with and paying each other off with.   Just thought you would like to know. Ronin to 
Perkins Learn more about Perkins Here. I know, they make it complicated to make it look 
legal.  But major mistakes along the way will open this one up to a lot of scrutiny.  If 
Dorgan the Organ won't do it, the IRS and the SEC will.  How many millions of tax 
dollars and tribal funds, as well as borrowed funds will be down the drain by then?  Who 
knows?  
 
Dumbass 
 
Does anyone know what Walking Ego did with the money he would not give to Bernice 
last month so that she could gas up her buggy and go get the Free Toys for the children of 
the rez?  How many hookers could he buy with that?  At least we know he wasn't just 
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thinking of himself, but more so of those poor, hungry hookers that were waiting for him 
that night.  
 
Did Bernice manage to get the toys?  Or do the children of the rez continue to do without 
so that Walking Ego can get his jollies? 
 
Doubt it? Ask Mark Luvkins.  He will tell you everything!  And, if you throw in some 
beer money, he will show you the pictures he and Walking Ego took on some of their 
'excursions'.  The Atlantic City ones are the most interesting so far. 
 
Social Worker Pleads Guilty to Kiddie Porn 
 
Today's Fargo Forum did two stories on Kiddie Porn: One was a dispatcher for the 
National Guard who was arrested for possessing images of Kiddie Porn and the other, 
which sounds less intense, until you think about it, is about a Social Worker, who no 
doubt had access to already abused, neglected and molested kids from the rez, who pled 
guilty in court today to possessing Kiddie Porn. 
 
A snippet: 
 

Paul Hill, 42, Grand Forks, was charged with 11 counts of possessing obscene 
materials involving children in September…Authorities say Hill was a social 
worker in Pierce, Foster, Eddy, Wells and Grand Forks counties. 
From FF “In-Forum” Jan 11, 2008 

 
 
 
I suggest you read the whole story from the Fargo Forum or any other media that is even 
bothering to publish it.  You will notice that the area where this pedo was assigned is 
where a large number of Indian Children and families live and would require services.  
Nice that he got it reduced to misdemeanor and Class C Felony.  Don't expect jail time.   
 
FBI Corruption 
 
Well, since they get to investigate themselves, they will rule it was only 'oversight' and 
'sloppy accounting' --- just what you would expect from one of the most prestigious 
investigative agencies in North America.  What is it? Oh, they get a budget, but no one 
knows where the money goes.  A few were caught with their fingers in the cookie jar 
(stealing $25K or so), but millions go missing.   
 
Apparently, among the 'missing' funds, is the money that is supposed to pay their phone 
bills so they can stomp the constitution into the ground and listen in on terrorist and 
common man alike. By not paying their phone bills, routinely not paying those and who 
knows what other bills are not being paid, or where the money really went (we have to 
wait for them to make up a lie, tell it to us and close the books), several of their 
Homeland Security FISA wiretaps were shut down.   
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Yup, don't want another 9/11 so don't pay the phone bill, don't get the information, and 
no investigation.   
 
Ever notice how when the FBI screws up so bad that it surfaces in the media, they either 
claim "mea culpa!" and it will never happen again, or they simply say:"We are too big to 
be aware of what we are doing."  
 
Anyone find comfort in that? 
 
They do it to Indians, they do it to all of us.  We are all Indians now.  Look at how the 
blatantly politicized US Attorney's Office (and those scandals) has blatantly lied to 
protect drug dealers and their drug lords in Mexico while punitively pursuing the 
Customs Agents that caught Drug Dealers and Smugglers red-handed!  Putting them in 
prison for doing the job that is supposed to protect our borders and our nation.   
 
Now, not paying the phone bill? Never mind that it is obvious someone else has their 
hands in the cookie jar for a lot more than a measly $25K, but it actively shuts down what 
is supposed to be one of the only first alert resorts we as a nation have to protect 
ourselves from another 9/11! 
 
So, as they are stealing, lying, and protecting drug dealers, everyone pays the price.   
 
Welcome to the rez, everybody! Your government is stealing from you, lying to you and 
will lock you up to protect the corrupt! 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


